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Introduction  

Central to a number of last day prophecies is the Third Jewish Temple.  There are dozens of online sites 

and YouTube videos discussing the temple.  The summary below supports the premise made in the book 

that the third temple is imminent, will trigger other prophecies and a major objective for the leaders of 

Israel and evangelical Christians.  It’s a hot point with Muslims, and a pivot point in the near future.   

The Third Temple  

Why is the third Temple important in God’s plan?  Well, for one, if Jeshua is the sacrifice that ended 

sacrifice, and if through Christ the Holy Spirit dwells within us, then why does God still need a temple in 

which to dwell with man?  

“So when you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by the prophet Daniel, standing in the holy 

place (let the reader understand), then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains. Let the one who 

is on the housetop not go down to take what is in his house, and let the one who is in the field not turn 

back to take his cloak. And alas for women who are pregnant and for those who are nursing infants in 

those days! ...” Matt 24:15-21 

The Red Heifer  

I will start by admitting that I am not well versed on the importance of a red heifer in the restart of the 

temple sacrifice and how extremely rare this calf appears. The Jewish Sanhedrin are watching for the 

red heifer and believe that two candidates are now viable. Restart of regular sacrifice is also important 

to fulfill prophecy of when the Jewish Messiah will appear.   

I recommend the linked video as a good resource on the Red heifer latest news.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD4p0qNrTlE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP3TFSo6k-4  

 

Third Temple Location  

The location of where to build the temple and who will build the temple also are filled with controversy.  

Tradition and most Jews believe the original two temples were built on what is now called the temple 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD4p0qNrTlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP3TFSo6k-4


mount, and therefore holy ground and the third temple must be built on the temple mount.   This will 

provoke war.  

A second theory is based on archaeological evidence that the temple was actually south of the temple 

mount over the Gihon Springs. I believe this evidence.  Now of course, if the third temple were built in 

the City of David it would avoid a major Muslim conflict, but it would require a major event amazing 

archaeological find, perhaps the arc of the covenant to change the minds and hearts of the average 

Israeli. Or what it the third temple is a tent, like the original tabernacle that God gave to Moses.  

  

Conclusions are that the new temple will be an unholy temple, brought by the Anti-Christ onto un-holy 

ground that will spark the final battle.  

References:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJ2QQMvk9-U  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHI1Gcq4E4Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlbc3puL5xM 

 

Abomination that leads to Desolation  

The act of desolating the temple will trigger the Armageddon and the last 3.5 years of tribulation.  

“So when you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by the prophet Daniel, standing in the holy 

place (let the reader understand) . . .”  

What is this act? I don’t know, but the following has some interesting ideals having to do with the Anti-

Christ sitting on the mercy seat of the arc of the covenant and declaring themselves God and not dying.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCShlk0285o   
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